Reunion (Hugh Prestwood)

I have derived the chord chart and tablature for this song from listening to Michael Johnson’s one audio recording I have. I never got a chance to see him perform personally and I am the poorer for that. But his music lives on, and I do my best.

The individual notes I would say are 95% or so accurate. I can’t know for sure since he sings overtop of the music in places, but then...so does everyone really.

Enjoy,

Dale Dickson

April 2020

https://youtu.be/BkJTgoD0mCE
REUNION (Hugh Prestwood)

INSTRUMENTAL

Well this old world is big enough, big enough for two

And I guess I could live my life and not run into you.

Wouldn't it be funny on some ordinary day
to turn around and see you walk my way.

After all that swearin’ we were meant to be

Wouldn't it be funny to hear you asking me,

“Hey you, how you doing, hope you're doing fine

And baby, ain't it been, ain't it been a long, long time?”
REUNION - 2

CHORUS

You were in the kitchen, cooking up the lies

I was out there singing “Smoke gets in your eyes”

And now it’s gone, gone, gone,

Gone, gone, gone.

Once a pair of children running for their lives

One almost a father and one almost a wife

Once upon a time, hey, I remember when

A pair of hearts looked good enough, looked good enough to win

CHORUS (final) Gone, gone, gone
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(DADGBE)  \( \frac{4}{4} \) capo 0
tempo 70

arr. Michael Johnson
adapted by Robbin

one al..most a wi......fe.
Once upon a time hey,
I remember whe........n a pair of hearts looked
good enough, looked go................od enough to win.
You were in the kitchen...........

cooking up the lies, I was out there singing
"smoke gets in your eyes" and now it's go............................

glo........................ne
go......................................ne